Minutes by Shirin Spangenberg, Treasurer

In Attendance:
Michael Barille, John Kenworthy, Ashley Williams, Mike Sweeney, Susan Meyer, Cristina Aguirre, Puggy Holmgren, Ed Shaul, Shirin Spangenberg, Greg Ottoson, Monty Coates, Kate Serpe, Jessica McCleary

Absent: Amanda Young, Colby Larsen, Cristina Aguirre, Brian Miller

Other Present:
Lisa Phinney, Meisha Lawson, Johnny Wadsen, Jonathan Weidenhammer, Becca Gerber, Jenny Dierson, John Oswald, Lynn Ware Peek, Steve Joyce, Alison Kuhlow, Ken Davis, Maryann Cirullo, Johnny Wadsen, Alexis Verson

JK called the meeting to order 8:40am. Michael welcomed everyone opened the meeting at 8:40am.

Minutes from July
JK Amended page 3 to say incredibly “well” done. Puggy motioned to approve the minutes. Susan seconded.

Public Input (Any matter of business not scheduled on agenda)
Shirin quiet Sunday straw poll that merchants closer to market not much of a change, but top of street merchants say a dramatic improvement of walk in customers and sales.

Ken commented as one of the longest merchants on Main he’s been educating people on what Sunday's used to be. People had the impressing that Sunday’s were slow. The mornings were slow, but the market has since evolved into a full day event sucking the energy off the street. Market has hurt the top of the street, it was a good day for business, but now retail shops see the biggest hit from the Market.

Mary D. has been on the street since 1976 with the Alliance Engineering building. Sunday used to be the second busiest day of the week. Why can’t the market close at 2pm to let get some business in the afternoon.

JK mentioned that we address this by looking for solutions for upper Main with some kind of activation at top of street. They (the Market) suck a lot of energy out of Old Town, with parking etc. The Girls (Silly Sunday management) has spent a lot of time coming up with solutions.

Michael mentioned that this was on the agenda for last month and that we are working to come up with solutions.

Puggy “Have we considered letting them move to a different location?”

John W said looking forward to working with you in the future and one option may be to not have them come back.

JK – we need to formulate our position paper. See what we as a collective group come up with as a position paper.

Mary – we got paid parking on Main, It would be nice to get our local back. During Spring and Fall noting is going on, on Main Street due to paid parking.

I. Update / Progress on Parking Data and Policy Engagement with PCMC (Johnny Wasden PCMC Parking Manager)

Michael gave background and thought that Johnny had enough information to share and start a parking committee.

Johnny – wanted to give a voice to everyone for parking. Want to understand how the parking is working and have some good solutions.
If interested in being on the committee come see him after meeting.
Further discussion on logistics of being a committee member included once a month meeting for a couple of hours with some time spent in between meetings with others and their feedback.

Johnny is looking for a wide representation of members for committee.

II. Old Town Circulation Study and Trial Improvements

Johnny W will send Power Point presentation for our minutes. Links to the Power Point can be found on www.historicparkcityutah.com/members

Discussion points

Becca – We are working hard to support local companies, and are unable to regulate for hire transportation.

Micheal – the city has done a lot of outreach. We want to be part of the solution. We need to find ways to accommodate. They are the first commercial district that has delved into paid parking and heavily restricted parking. How to get into town, how employees come from out of town, permanent park and ride and addressing the issues as a more coordinated piece.

JK – opportunity here to keep a united voice.

Becca – Looking for feedback on discussion

Action Item: Michael will formulate survey for greater membership for their feedback.

Alexis email will be included for further comments

III. Main Street Activation and Enhancement Program Update

Meisha Presentation – Please refer to power point presentation

Discussion points

Meisha – need help from merchants

Michael – may be a subset of these ideas. Looking for some sponsors.

Michael – are any opposed to this idea, none opposed

Steve – how will this be measured to see if it’s effective and have numbers for grants?

IV. Trash and Recycling Updates

Michael and Alison overview of trash program mentioning that the contract is over Nov 30th.

Scope of work to be done by end of this month. Common dumpsters, totes, private dumpsters, address all 3 needs. Alison has spoken with recycling companies, and working on trash providers about our issues on Main Street.

Alison will have the scope of services that will be circulated among board.

• Contract Renewal Evaluation, Planning, and Scoping is ongoing between now and November
• Key Dates for Input
• Summary of process and discussion to this point

II. ED Hiring Update

• More than 50 candidates 25 qualified candidates evaluated, 5 final interviews
• Executive Committee – Personnel Recommendation – closed session (Board of Directors Only)
• Possible ratification of new ED Appointment and Introduction

Michael - Adjourn public meeting at 10:00am.